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Science Objective Summary and Science Weekly Debrief  

Science Objective Summary 

DOY 279–286: NavCam 1 will collect ~9 images per day (riding along with OpNavs) to monitor 

particles in the Bennu environment.  

Daily downlink slides for Day 279 (10/05/20). Click to enlarge.  

All subsystems and instruments are nominal. OD285 is onboard. ODs 268–288 will be uplinked 

over the course of the week. All expected data from the past week have been received. The 

partitions are empty and are expected to empty daily this week.  

A new ISA (16454) has been opened for unexpected off-Sun preliminary design maneuvers in 

the plans received for WOY 32 and 41.  

The planning and implementation cycle is kicking off for the contingency WOY 46 this week, 

intended for a scenario of off-nominal TAG or stow.  

Looking ahead: This week, we will continue with 9 NavCam OpNavs and 9 ride-along particle 

images per day, except fewer (5 each) on DOY 283 (Friday 9 October) owing to the Sample 

Mass Measurement activity that day. In addition, MapCam will support OpNavs several days 

this week. During the HGA passes on DOY 281 (Wednesday 7 October) and 286 (Monday 12 

October), we will have significant gaps between station handovers. The OpNavs coming down 

on DOY 281 are criticality-2.  

There is no Science Weekly this week. Next Monday’s tag-up will be charts only due to the 

U.S. holiday. Downlink tag-ups will continue on the Monday-only cadence throughout October, 

including the week of TAG (change from previous plan). Sampling assessment meetings will 

take place daily from 21 to 27 October with limited participants. There will be a sampling 

success review on 28 October. Report-outs to the full team will take place at the Monday 

downlink tag-ups.  

 


